Are you a prisoner to the bills you
have piling up?
Take back your financial freedom by earning an extra
1000.00 a month
Imagine what an extra 12k a year to your salary could do for your quality of life. Credit card debt?
Student Loans? Car Payments? Mortgage Payments? Earn extra money without being a slave to a second
job and working exhausting hours. Sounds great doesn't it? If you are like me, you may have gone to
college and even earned a master's degree, yet your career doesn't provide sufficient income. You did
everything you were supposed to do, you got an education, you chose a career, you got a job, you work
hard....why are you still struggling? The thought of a second job at night was disheartening, and the only
options seemed to be food service or retail but there weren't enough hours in the day. The extra cash
would help, but do you really want to spend your free time working a second job? What if you could make
extra money and supplement your current income without being tied down to a second job, a schedule of
hours to work, or a second boss. Well, you can, and it is incredibly easy if you are willing to buy and sell
used cell phones. All it takes is talking to people and doing research online.

Earn up to 40,000.00 in 6 months!
This isn't a scam, it requires a very little skill (using the internet and talking to people), and more
importantly requires only minutes out of your day. If you are like me you may have realized that your
current education background limits the other types of jobs you can hold.....to put it simple, what else can
you do with a physical education degree besides coach? I stumbled upon a way to make money that was so
simple and easy, the more you are willing to work the more you will earn regardless of your education or
your current job. Call it beginners luck, or whatever you will but I didn't make $250.00 a week doing
this..... I made much more. I was able to buy and sell old used, broken 2nd hand mobile phones on eBay
and managed to pull in $40,000.00 profit in 6 months!

Stop wasting time and start making money
There are plenty of ways to make money, in most cases, all it takes is trying. Take control of your life and
don't let your happiness be limited by your income! Click here to get a 50 page eBook with video tutorials
and get started now or keep reading to learn a simple plan to how to make a 1000 dollars a month to get
started and be on your way to earning extra cash from used cell phones.

The Simple Plan to 1000 Dollars A
Month
Step 1- Create an ad
The first thing that you need to do to be on your way to making an extra 1000 dollars a month is to check
out the website www.craigslist.org . I have no idea as I have never checked, but I am sure that if you need
help there is some type of website online that will teach you how to make an ad. Anyway, you will need to
place an ad on your local craigslist offering to buy 2nd hand mobile phones for cash, more importantly
broken used cell phones. I would stress the point about paying cash instantly and for broken cell phones.
I am not some marketing guru; in fact, I have absolutely no advertising experience at all. However, I
placed an ad every few days offering to buy cell phones for cash and would receive plenty of calls and
responses to the ad. Those of you with more experience in sales could probably write a more attractive or
catchy ad and receive even more responses. The whole point behind this idea is to use a free resource
(craigslist) to get what you want, rather than have to pay money to advertise.

Step 2- Do your research
You have already placed your ad with a free website such as craigslist, (I have very little experience with
face book due to my teaching career and not wanting my name on the internet, but I am sure you could
generate even more interest with face book and it is also free) and are hopefully receiving some
responses. Spend some time on eBay and search broken cell phones to get an idea about the prices some
common phones are being bought. This tutorial can help This will be your baseline when it becomes time
to negotiate prices you will pay for cell phones. Remember, all you need to do is sell the phone for more
than you bought it, do not make this more complicated than it has to be.

Step 3- Buy the cell phone
If the cell phone has a popular following on eBay, meaning lots of auctions and sales, then you have a
chance to make some extra cash. I have found the most successful way to go about negotiating the
purchase price is to simply ask the owner, "How much are you looking to get for the phone?" In most
cases, especially a broken phone, any type of offer is worth it to the owner since the phone is of little to no
value to them. Because we are starting small, try to get a price about 70 dollars lower than the average
amount the phone is selling for on eBay. The 70 dollar difference will help to try and accomplish the 50
dollar profit after fees from eBay. If the owner of the phone asks for much less than needed to make 50
dollars, consider it icing on the cake and take it. The basic principle is to buy low and sell high, so, if the
owner of the phone wants more money than it would take to make 50 dollars do not take the deal.

Step 4- Sell the cell phone
It's time to sell your cell phone, take some pictures and create a listing on eBay. I would highly
recommend setting a buy it now price, more specifically, set the buy it now price as 70 dollars more than
what you paid for the phone. While some auctions could receive more bids, I have found that the buy it
now feature makes it a lot easier to sell the phone quickly and make money. Once the second hand mobile
phone is sold, package it up and ship it promptly, you will want positive feedback on your eBay sale so
that you become a more trusted seller and build a solid reputation.

Final thoughts
This is the method that I have used to turn 2nd hand mobile phones into extra money on the side. While
it is an extremely basic outline, it is also an extremely basic method to make money. The most important
part is to stick to the plan, shoot for 5 phones a week and make 50 dollars per sale. In my experience, the
effectiveness of this business model snowballs once you have a few satisfied customers that you have paid
cash for their phones. Some weeks will be better than others, and depending on how hard you want to
pursue this, the amount of money you could make is really up to how much work you want to do. I have
had weeks of close to 2000 dollars of profit and weeks of 500 dollars profit, but my goals have also
evolved. I strongly suggest sticking to 250 dollars a week or 5 cell phones, because it is not overwhelming
and extremely possible to achieve. Think long term, 250 dollars a week is around 12,000 dollars a year,
which isn't too bad for meeting someone for just minutes to buy a cell phone a few times a week. If you
would like a more in depth and descriptive plan for selling cell phones Click Here!

